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Ogami Conquest is the first Play-And-Earn

MOBA game with sandbox elements that

utilizes NFTs as playable and breedable

characters backed by the $OGM token,

giving players true ownership of their NFTs

and a new governance model that bridges

the gap between players and developers.
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Introduction
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Market Analysis
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According to Dapp Radar‘s Games
Report, the blockchain gaming
industry grew 2000% in the past year
and remains one of the most enticing
aspects of the decentralized
application industry. $2.5 billion was
raised by games and metaverse
projects in Q1 alone, and a further $10
billion in investments is expected for
2022.

Source: DappRadar x BGA Games Report – Q1 2022
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Mobile gaming dominated the global
games market by 52% market share with a
total revenue of $93.2 Billion. It is the
fastest-growing industry and is expected to
keep growing, as smartphones are the
most accessible gaming devices in the
world.

Source: NewZoo Global Games Report 2021
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Global Games Market in 2021
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According to the popular
blockchain game Axie Infinity,
most people are playing on
mobile devices such as Android
and iOS.

Source: @Jihoz_Axie Twitter

22%

78%

PC

Mobile

@Jihoz_Axie

Axie Infinity DAU in November 2021

https://twitter.com/Jihoz_Axie
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The biggest target group for gaming, and
more importantly, metaverse-related gaming
are mobile gamers. Developing games for
mobile platforms is key for user growth and
accessibility.
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Frei Studios
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Frei Studios is a web3 startup
game development studio based
in Utrecht, Netherlands.
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Core Team

Founders

Yunus Emre Ünal Mohamed Aissaoui Said Aissaoui Lukas Scholten

Eduardo “GLun” Areco Leandro Horta Lucia Rojas Niko Brizar Samil Yigittekin Suraj Kamya
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Challenges of Blockchain 
Gaming
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Challenges of Blockchain Gaming

1.  Challenges of Multiple Token Ecosystems

2.  NFT Inflation and Lack of Burning Incentives

3. Monetizing Rights

4. DAOs in a Gaming Context
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Challenges

• Early introduction of a governance token without 
a proper governance structure

• Secondary token (or utility token) that is highly 
inflationary, has no maximum cap and often lacks 
utility

• Another token used for marketplace trading of NFTs 
(e.g. ETH, BNB, USDT, SOL, etc.)

• Constant sell pressure of the secondary token by 
design, which results in an unfavorable situation 
where players need to sell the secondary token to buy 
new NFT characters

• Although called a “secondary” token, it is often 
strongly tied to the success and failure of a game's 
ecosystem

Solutions

• A single token ecosystem that combines all three tokens

• Utility by design, the $OGM token has several use cases 
from the beginning. It acts as a reward token, 
marketplace currency, NFT purchase currency, breeding 
fee, used for staking, and governance

• $OGM has a maximum cap of 10 billion tokens

• Players do not need to sell their rewarded tokens (Play-
And-Earn) to buy new assets for the ecosystem. They 
can buy them without the need of swapping them for 
another token

1. Multiple Token Ecosystems
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Challenges

• NFT hyperinflation (breedable NFT characters) 
correlated directly with a secondary token 
hyperinflation

• Lack of burning mechanisms at the start of the 
ecosystem. When introduced too late, it can be fatal 
for the economics of a game, especially in the 
combination with an uncapped secondary token

• No solution towards skyrocketing prices when NFT 
characters experience extremely high demand but 
low supply, which will potentially end up in prices 
plummeting as soon as no constant demand of said 
NFT characters is following

Solutions

• Avoiding overpriced breeding and high entry fees by 
making breeding costs tied to $25 fiat value in $OGM 
tokens, no matter where $OGM is priced – Players are 
protected from high entry price and breeding fees in 
times of low supply and high demand

• NFT recycling – Every Kodari can be recycled to get 50% 
of the breeding fee back. Every Kodari bred will be 
backed by a certain amount of $OGM tokens

• NFT buy-backs – From the other 50% of the breeding fee, 
10% goes to a buy-back treasury, where in times of high 
supply and low demand Kodari NFTs will be bought from 
the marketplace and recycled -> The $OGM tokens 
unlocked will go back to the buy-back treasury

• Additional Methods of balancing supply – incentivizing 
players to burn Kodari for “Ogami Shards” which can be 
used to mint specific event-themed Kodari skins (e.g., 
Christmas, Halloween etc.) 

2. NFT Inflation & Lack of Burning Incentives
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Challenges

• Limited monetization rights of NFTs

• Closed-Garden approach towards IP rights

• No real NFT ownership as a result

Solutions

• Ogami NFT owners have full monetization rights

• Open-Garden approach toward Ogami IP 

• Developers can utilize Frei Studios’ assets and 
tools

• Resulting in true ownership of NFTs

3. Monetizing Rights
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Challenges

• Mainly capital-driven

• Chaotic by design

• The misconception of practical democracy

• Not suited for gaming context

Solutions

• Introducing a new game-oriented governance 
model called “Decentralized Parliamentary 
Organisation” or “DPO”

• Players can use their $OGM to vote for 
community representatives

• Developers have close contact with 
community representatives

• Players and Developers can utilize $OGM funds 
to organize events/tournaments/local 
meetings/competitions etc.

4. DAOs in Gaming Context
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Decentralized Parliamentary 
Organisation
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Direction of the 
Ogami ecosystem

Ogami
Developer 

Council

High Player Council

On the meta-level of the Ogami DPO are Frei
Studios, the Ogami Developer Council, and
the Ogami High Player Council.

These entities are considered equal in their
decision power. It needs all three entities to
pass a proposal in the context of the whole
Ogami ecosystem.

Ogami DPO Meta-Level

Disclaimer: The DPO in its current form is a concept. It might experience changes in the future.
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The Ogami Player Council is divided into
two layers, which are the Higher Player
Council and Player Council.

The High Player Council is formed by
elected representatives of the Player
Councils. The High Player Council’s main
purpose is to contribute to the direction
that the Ogami ecosystem takes by using its
equal right to vote against or for proposals
that are made on the meta-level of the
Ogami DPO. They are also responsible and
have the decision power over the Player
Council Treasury fund.

High 
Player Council

HC ElectionPlayer Council 

A

Player Council 

C

Player Council 

B

High Player Council

Disclaimer: The DPO in its current form is a concept. It might experience changes in the future.
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The Player Councils are formed
through direct voting of the
community. Every game in the
Ogamiverse will have its own Low
Player Council.

On this level of the DPO, players are
using their rights to vote for
representatives from the community.

Introduces Content /Change/ 
Balancing/Proposal

Game Developer

Community/Pl
ayers/ $OGM 

Holders

Player CouncilElects

If 80% + compliance, can veto any
balancing changes or propose

balancing changes

Represents the community, 
organizes and moderates events

etc.

Acts as a bridge between
community and developers

Player Council

Disclaimer: The DPO in its current form is a concept. It might experience changes in the future.
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The members of the Ogami Developer
Council will have the right to present
proposals in the context of the
development of the Ogami ecosystem.
There will be guidelines and rules laid out
for how proposals are being made.

One example of a proposal can be an
allocation from the Ogami Developer
Treasury towards joint development of
assets for the Ogami ecosystem that
benefit all current and future developers
that form the Developer Council.

Proposal Proposal

Voting

Developer
A

Developer
B

Developer
CProposal

Developer Council

Disclaimer: The DPO in its current form is a concept. It might experience changes in the future.
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The DPO will be used as a governance model
for the Ogami ecosystem, starting with it‘s

first game Ogami Conquest.
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Ogami Conquest is the first Play-And-Earn MOBA game 
utilizing playable NFTs with a unique breeding

and recycling mechanism

There are 96 traits in total, 6 Kodari houses, 12 sub-classes, and tons of 
combinations. Create your own Kodari NFT by breeding your desired traits to fit 

your own playstyle!

96
Traits in total

6
Kodari houses

12
Sub-classes
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Kodari NFTs
as Playable & Breedable Characters
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Dive into the world and history of Endoran. Take part in the adventures of the rivaling Ogami
tribes and the vast traditions of the six houses of the Kodari. Ogami are represented as
“Minions” in Ogami Conquest, and Kodari as playable and breedable NFT characters.

Introducing Endoran
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House of 
Riv & Ates

Rivs are the ones that can utilize the powers
of magic the best. They are known for their
expertise in ancient wizardry. There are
rumors that some of the elders of Rivs have
knowledge about the mysterious dark wall.

The house of Ates’ characteristics are first
and foremost the knowledge of martial arts
and close combat in general. It is being said
that even a Minal cannot stand against
a handicapped Ates.

Riv

Ates
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House of 
Soi & Minal

They are known for their intermediary works
for the Kodari houses. Every house respects the
Soi and acknowledges their wisdom and
neutrality. Their culture is, in terms of equality,
the most advanced of all Kodari houses.

One might think that Minal’s are not Kodari at
all due to their sheer size. Minals are known for
not being talkative but rather expressing
themselves in their actions. If encountering
Minals, not annoying them is advised.

Soi

Minal
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House of 
Bruut & Yinan

Bruut’s are great hunters and are one with
nature. They have a beastly aura and are
vivacious. Their history of hunting goes back
hundreds of years, and even the smallest of
Bruuts can hunt down a wild Gulduk.

Yinan’s are the best archers of all Kodari.
They’re also hunters but are using ranged
weapons and their sharp senses to hunt down
any target. Unlike the Bruuts wild nature, the
Yinan live in an aristocratic society.

Yinan

Bruut
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Riv Ates Yinan Bruut Soi Minal

Light

Darkness

Fire

Air

Blood

Wild

Fairy

Flora

Crystal

Rock

Ice

Water

Kodari Sub-classes
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Breeding & Recycling

Recycling

Players will be able to breed their own playable
NFT characters, the Kodari. Each Kodari will have
four inheritable traits. Every trait will correspond
with a different ability resulting in a unique
MOBA experience where players can create their
own playstyle.

+ =

A key aspect of balancing the issuance of Kodari
NFTs is the fact that every Kodari NFT will be
recyclable at any point in time in form of a
permanent burn of the NFT to get back 50% of
the $OGM tokens that were used to breed it.
Meaning, that every Kodari NFT will be backed
by $OGM tokens.
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Play-And-Earn 
& Matchmaking
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Ogami Conquest will be split into
seasons and have a competitive
matchmaking system.

We will use an MMR system as well
as visible representations of ranks
with corresponding names to each
rank.

Topaz Sapphire Emerald

Ruby Diamond Onyx

Matchmaking Ranks
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Play Ogami Conquest and earn $OGM tokens
based on your rank in the leaderboards. Season
1 of Ogami Conquest will have 38,000,000
$OGM tokens as a reward.

The higher your rank is, the more $OGM tokens
you get! Every season, 1% of the Reward
Treasury will be allocated toward seasonal Play-
And-Earn rewards.

Play-And-Earn
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$OGM 
Reward Treasury

A portion of $OGM through breeding 
fee, marketplace fee, NFT purchases, 
and Battle Pass purchases will be 
used to fill up the Reward Treasury

1% of the Reward Treasury as 
Seasonal $OGM Rewards towards 

players

$OGM Token Reward Cycle

Players are able to use $OGM for breeding,
marketplace, NFT, and Battle Pass purchase

$OGM Reward Treasury will start with 38% of all tokens and it will be balanced out between 30% and 40%.
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Be a part of the Ogamiverse and get exclusive
access to NFT and $OGM airdrops, whitelist spots,
and the Ogami Conquest Pre-Alpha by holding an

Ogami Mage NFT.
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Ogami Mage Collection
THE VIP TICKET INTO THE OGAMIVERSE
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Ogami Mage Collection

THE VIP TICKET INTO THE OGAMI ECOSYSTEM

Utilities

• Ogami Mage can be staked for $OGM

• Whitelist for $OGM token presale

• Airdrop of the first-ever Kodari NFTs 
(+ free breeding event)

• Airdrop of $OGM token and Kodari NFT cosmetics 
(different rarities)

• Access to Pre-Alpha of Ogami Conquest

• Ogami Mage NFTs will be usable in different Metaverse
projects

• Can be used as an Avatar in Ogami Conquest

• Holders can mint Premium Battle Pass NFTs for free
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Minting details

Minting Details

• Amount 10,000 NFTs

• Early Birds:
Free to mint + gas
(max. 1 per wallet)

• Whitelist Sale:
0.05 ETH + gas
(max. 5 per wallet)

• Public Sale: 0.08 ETH + gas

• Chain: Polygon

• Est. minting date: August 2022
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Fund
Distribution

OGAMI MAGE COLLECTION

65%5%

10%

10%

10%

Employee Cost

Equipment, Software etc.

Auditing

Administrative Expenses (Legal
matter, Infrastructure etc.)

Investment Fund

Disclaimer: The percentage and allocation/distribution of the funds might change depending on the price of Ethereum.
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Tokenomics & Roadmap
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$OGM Tokenomics & Vesting Schedule 
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Seed Sale

Public Sale

Ogami Mage Staking

$OGM Staking

Marketing

Ecosystem Fund

Frei Studios

Player Council Treasury

Developer Council Treasury
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Airdrop

Tokenomics (allocation in %) $OGM Vesting Schedule
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Ecosystem Fund Airdrop Founder

Seed Sale Public Sale Ogami Mage Staking

$OGM Staking Marketing Frei Studios

Player Council Treasury Developer Council Treasury Reward Treasury
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$OGM Token Vesting

OGM Tokenomics (10 billion max supply vested over 72 months)

Founders vested over 36 months starting from the first month

Seed Sale vested over 12 months, starting from the first month 

Public Sale vested over 12 months, starting from the first month

Ogami Mage Staking vested over 30 months, starting from the first month

$OGM Staking vested over 72 months, starting from the first month

Marketing vested over 36 months starting from the first month

Ecosystem Fund First month, 6th month

Frei Studios vested over 72 months, starting from the 12th month

Player Council Treasury vested over 56 months, starting from the 6th month

Developer Council Treasury vested over 56 months, starting from the 6th month

Reward Treasury vested over 72 months, starting from the 12th month

Airdrop 12th month / 24th month / 36th month / 48th month
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Roadmap

STEP BY STEP

Phase 0 (Q1-Q2 2022)

• Start-up establishment (Frei Studios) ✔️

• Resource Gathering (Team, etc.) ✔️

• Whitepaper 2.0 launch✔️

• Website 2.0 launch✔️

• Decentralized Parliamentary Organization (DPO) Elaboration✔️

• Foundational Development of Ogami Conquest ✔️

• Demo & Pre-Alpha Map 🔄

• Ogami Mage NFT sale preparation🔄

Phase 1 (Q3-Q4 2022)

• Ogami Mage NFT Sale 🎯

• Kickstarting full-time game development 
(Ogami Conquest) 🎯

• Ogami Conquest Demo Video

Phase 3 (Q3-Q4 2023)

• Ogami Marketplace Launch

• Kodari ‘Genesis’ NFT Airdrop + Sale

• Ogami Conquest Pre-Alpha (MVP)

• Ogami Mage $OGM Staking

• $OGM Token Staking

Phase 2 (Q1-Q2 2023)

• $OGM Public Sale

• $OGM Private Sale

• Ogami Conquest Stress Test (Multiplayer)

• Ogami Player Council: Foundation

Phase 4 (Q1-Q2 2024)

• Ogami Conquest Soft Launch

• Ogami Conquest $OGM Play-And-Earn

• Kodari Breeding

• Kodari Recycling (NFT burn mechanism)

• Kodari NFT Skins

• $OGM Airdrop for Ogami Mage NFT holders

• Ogami Player Council: Phase 2

Phase 5 (Q3-Q4 2024)

• Ogami Conquest Hard Launch

• TBA



Thank you!
Connect with us through our socials for updates

Ogami
Conquest

@ogamiconquest ogamiconquest.io
Ogami

Conquest

Last updated: June 17th 2022

Disclaimer: The Litepaper is being updated and can experience
changes over the time!

https://discord.com/invite/KjrtXTZSGD
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoVWIr1zKAlueTEcixxrPZg/featured
https://mobile.twitter.com/ogamiconquest
https://ogamiconquest.io/

